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Happy New Year! Welcome to 2024. 

Time sure does fly. One thing that isn’t flying is the snow! Where is
all the snow anyway? It won’t be hiding for too much longer as we
well know January and February always brings the white fluffy stuff.

Snow is just SO beautiful. It covers everything like a fluffy white
blanket and provides a beautiful backdrop for some amazing winter
pictures.  Let’s face it, building a snowman, making snow angels,
taking winter walks, bundling up and heading outdoors is fun to do
this time of year. 

So as we brace for whatever Mother Nature has in store for us, we
can choose to stay warm and cozy inside or venture out and have a
little winter fun outside. Whichever you choose, have a safe and fun
winter season.
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DID YOU KNOW.....
Snow isn't just made up of snowflakes.

Snow is also made of sleet, which is created

when snowflakes pass through the

atmosphere and melt a little by the time

they hit the ground.

Things to Love 
About Winter

Hot chocolate

Fuzzy socks

Puzzles

Soups

Warm sweaters

Skating



Tip of
the
Day

Animals feel the cold like we do. That’s
why it’s important to keep your furry
friends warm when outside in winter.

         _  _  _             _  _  _  _  _  _  

 c   e   i            a  t  e  l  c  s

Can You Unscramble?

Hints:

It is two words
It is a frozen attraction





New Year - New Programs and Activities

Have You Heard the News?
BDB is launching its own

Channel
Starting January 15th, like and subscribe to our channel. You will
be treated to  informative content, creative tutorials, captivating

vlogs and a few embarrassing blunders. 

Look for videos on health and wellness, cooking demo’s, DIY’s,
mental health matters, accessibility awareness, Consumer
profiles and community news to “keep YOU in the know”. 
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